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CONNX Solutions Announces Strategic OEM Partnership 

with CCT 

Combined Computer Technology (“CCT”) and CONNX Solutions signed a strategic partnership agreement 

that will enable CCT, through CONNX’s product suite, the ability to move forward into newer previously 

inaccessible technologies and fields. This partnership will allow customers of Combined Computer 

Technology to expand and enhance their database and connectivity capabilities.  

 

CONNX Solutions, a leader in the global data integration and access. With this new partnership, CCT will 

utilize CONNX in their auto body software in many ways. In an increasingly 64 bit world, 32 bit 

applications, software, and operating systems are falling by the wayside. CONNX gives CCT not only the 

ability to enter the 64 bit world, but connect to a variety of new technologies and fields. CCT adding 

CONNX to their already stellar software only increases the list of opportunities and new possibilities.  

Combined Computer Technology continues to be the leader of auto body software with its CC3 

integrated accounting and job costing management system. While other software developers have had 

to lean on Quick Books and other inferior bookkeeping solutions, CC3 originated and continues to lead 

with state of the art integrated accounting which makes running a shop easy and accurate. It does this 

by using an integrated accounting system designed just for body shops which is superior. That's 

compared to an inferior solution like bolting on a general business piece of software like Quick Books 

that requires extra work, inaccurate steps and miss-steps, and unwieldy bookkeeping.  

Commenting on the partnership, CCT President, Stuart McColl, said “CONNX empowers us to move 

forward into the future, into new technologies such as mobile, tablet, cloud, and large scale databases. 

This collaboration makes it easy and cost effective to accomplish what we were previously unable to”. 

CONNX Solutions Senior Vice President of Sales, Harpal Gill, said “We are very excited to work with CCT, 

to expand into new verticals and areas that CONNX traditionally hasn’t had a lot of impact on. This 

partnership benefits both companies greatly, and we’re eager to see what the future holds”. 



 

About CONNX Solutions, Inc.  

CONNX Solutions is a leader in the data access, migration, integration, virtualization, and replication. 

Their solutions enable quick, secure, and scalable SQL access to legacy, non-relational, relational, and 

cloud data wherever it resides, however it is structured, without any change to your core systems. 

CONNX is quick and easy to set up and use and offers easy standards-based tools that are accessible, 

flexible, and scalable. Since 2001, CONNX solutions have been installed in more than 3,000 organizations 

worldwide and across a range of industries including government, manufacturing, education, 

technology, human resources, financial services, and telecommunications. CONNX’s solutions unleash 

the power and value of information providing organizations the ability to make confident, evidence-

based business decisions. 

For more information about CONNX Solutions, please visit www.connx.com 

 

About CCT 

Combined Computer Technology, CCT, is an Auto Body Software company. Combined Computer 

Technology has been the international leader in auto body job costing software for the auto body 

industry for over a decade. The integrated accounting system called CC3 - Collision Center III - was 

designed just for the body shop. CCT published its first piece of software for the body shop industry 18 

years ago, and today CCT software has been installed in shops in 40 of the 50 states, from Alaska to 

Florida. 

Headquartered in Sequim, Washington, CCT has been providing their products and solutions to the 

Pacific Northwest and beyond. Like most Washington State Corporations, CCT specialize in exporting 

technology and efficiency, all over the country, and all over the world.  

To learn more about CCT products and solutions, please visit www.softwarehero.com
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